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How many of you have been 

in a clinical trial for your disease 

or know someone who has?



Myths Around Cancer Clinical Trials 

Myth #1: Patients are treated as guinea pigs!

Myth #2: Clinical trials are for patients who have run out of options!

Myth #3: Patients receive placebos, not an actual treatment!

Myth #4: Clinical trials are more expensive to the patient than the standard of care!

Myth #5: Once you sign up for a clinical trial, you’re stuck!

Myth #6: Clinical trials are not important!



Myths Busters 

Myth #1: 

Patients are treated as guinea pigs

TRUTH:

Cancer care always involves a certain amount of trial and error. 

What works for one patient may not work for another. The same is true for clinical trials, BUT patients in 

trials are monitored much more closely for effectiveness and for side effects. 

Myth #2: 

Clinical trials are for patients who have run out of options 

TRUTH:

It’s important that all patients consider participating in a clinical trial as early as possible in their care plan. 

Patients in trials have access to the latest treatment options that would otherwise not be available.



Myths Busters 

Myth #3: 

Patients receive placebos, not an actual treatment

TRUTH:

Trials do not involve placebos unless there is a valid reason to use one in that setting. Under regulatory 

standards, patients know up-front about the medications they’ll be taking

Myth #4: 

Clinical trials are more expensive to the patient than the standard of care

TRUTH:

Most insurance plans are required to cover clinical trials. 

This often includes medications and testing that would normally be billed to the patient under standard 

treatment. Patient consent forms detail what clinical trials cover and what’s billed to insurance.



Myths Busters 

Myth #5: 

Once I sign up for a clinical trial, I’m stuck

TRUTH:

Patients can withdraw from a clinical trial at any time for any reason. 

Then patients can switch to standard treatment, if that is what they wish.

Myth #6: 

Clinical trials are not important

TRUTH:

Participation in clinical trials is crucial. 

Every treatment available today was approved through a clinical trial. 

Clinical trials advance research by providing insight and leading to better ways to prevent, detect and 

understand your disease.



Are Clinical Trials a Good Option for Me?

19,000 
Cancer Clinical trials 

currently available in the US 

(with over 100,000 in development)

And our doctors simply do not and cannot be 

expected to know the details about 

each and every one.

So, how do I FIND a clinical trial 

that I CAN BE SURE 

is right for ME?



TRIALJECTOLRY

What is It?
Trialjectory is a patient-first platform that uses 

revolutionary and award-winning Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

to clinically match cancer patients to ALL available 

advanced treatment options. 

How Does it Work?
1. Fill Out Questionnaire (takes ~2 minutes)

2. Instantly a precise list of trial matches will pop up

3. Share your match list with your oncologist ahead of 

your next appointment

4. Partner with your doctor and discuss all your best 

treatment options

Why do we do this?



For the Trialjectory Team, IT’S PERSONAL

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCX6Y1SW9MabAiBU5LoVxNEw


What Would You Outsource?

Your Kitchen Door Knobs? 

No. You want to have a say! 
Your Childcare? 

No. You want to have a say! 

Your Healthcare? 

No. You want to have a say!
Your Choice of Cars? 

No. You want to have a say! 



Our Mission

To democratize access to 

all advanced 

cancer treatment 

for ALL patients. 

We empower patients to 

own their cancer journey 

with our AI-powered 

decision support platform.



A Company Built FOR Cancer Patients BY Cancer Patients

ORIGIN STORY

Tzvia Bader

Cancer Survivor

Mother to 3 Daughters

Technology Wizard

Trialjectory Founder and CEO

Living with Stage 4 Melanoma

Inspiration



A Better Cancer Patient Experience



An Inside Peek 

TRIALJECTORY

>35% 
of our patients 

represent ethnic 

minorities

75% 
of our ethnic minority 

patients are located in 

rural communities

1.2 Million 
Cancer Clinical Trials 

Matches Made

>100,000
CRC Cancer Clinical Trial 

Matches Made

…and counting! 



Our Partnership with CCA



At Your Fingertips



Precision Medicine

Precision Medicine, at its best, 
is able to bridge the gap 

between patients fighting for 
survival and the pharmaceutical 
companies developing cutting-

edge treatments. 



In Summary



THANK YOU!

www.trialjectory.com

dianaa@trialjectory.com

http://www.trialjectory.com/



